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1. Who is known by the name “Lok Manya”? 
2. Who wrote “A Foreign policy for India”? 
3. Where is “Black Pagoda” located? 
4. Where is “World Health Organization (W.H.O)’ located? 
5. What is the capital of the country Philippines? 
6. What is the purpose of Pyrometer? 
7. How many grams make one ‘Tula’ in present days’ market? 
8. What is the symbol for Magnesium? 
9. In which area ‘Pelé’ is know for? 
10. In which game or sport do we hear the word ‘Knockout’? 

  

You can send your answers either by postal mail or e-mail to the below 
address on or before June 15th. 
 

Mailing address : 
Editor, Sanghamitra, 
12450 Lyric Ct. 
Saint Louis 
MO 63146. 
 

E-Mail address: 
susri@sanghamitra.org or 
ainapura@yahoo.com  

 
 

• Digesting the content of the book is better 
than digesting the book itself. Means, it is 
better to practice one saying from the book 
rather than reading the whole (holy) book 
multiple times. 
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